
Troubleshooting the Honda EU3000is Remote Control 

By 

Control House 

Is my wiring correct and are all connections solid? 

When your wiring is complete to the control box, please make sure that the colors match what 

is shown in this picture. Never reverse the polarity of the power leads! Damage to the control 

will occur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jumper testing the contacts 

You can jumper the contacts to make sure that your control is making good contact with the 

generator control circuits by doing the following: 

1. With the generator not currently running, and with the generator keyswitch in either off 

or on position, jumpering the first two wires (Orange and Yellow) together will engage 

the generator starter. 

 

 

 



2. With the generator started, jumpering the next two wires (Green and Brown) together 

will shutdown the generator. 

 

 

 

 

3. With the generator running, removing the Blue wire will place the generator in economy 

mode. NOTE: Please make sure that the eco-throttle switch on the generator is set to off 

for this test. The eco-throttle switch should always be placed in this position while using 

the remote. Otherwise, the remote can’t control the economy mode on the generator. 

The generator is difficult to start when the eco-throttle switch is on and this is not 

recommended per the generator operating instructions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bluetooth Troubleshooting 

A little information about the Bluetooth communication. The Android device will send a continual 

stream of information to the control unit. When you are not telling the control to perform a 

function, the status window on the Android device will display information pertaining to the 

operating status the remote unit. See below. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



For brief periods of time after issuing a command to the remote, the information in the status 

window may disappear. This is normal and will be no problem. However, if the Android 

application is running and you get out of range for Bluetooth communication for a number of 

seconds, an error message will display on the screen as shown below. 

 

 

 

 

Once you have received this message, you will need to shutdown the Android application 

completely and remove it from memory. Remember just pressing the button below does not 

close out running applications! 

 

 

 

This merely removes it from the screen. Instead, press this button which will display all running 

applications. 

 

 

After pressing the running application button on your Adndroid device, the screen will look like 

this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



At this point, either press CLEAR (closes all applications shown), or close the app by clicking close, 

or drag the application off the screen. A few minutes later, the error message will clear from your 

screen. 

IMPORTANT! The Android application should always be closed down using this proceedure when 

the remote is not currently being used. When the applicatioin is re-started, it will remember the 

address of the connected control and after starting up should display the status of the control 

not asking you for a connection. 

RF KC Remote 

Information pertaining to the KC Remote if so equiped: 

The external antenna is used only for the KC Remote. One of the external antenna types should 

be installed to use the KC Remote. The antennas have no bearing on communication over 

Bluetooth. Additionally, the KC Remote uses different inputs on the remote than does the 

Bluetooth. Even with the Broken Pipe error being displayed on the Android device, your KC 

Remote should be able to function. 

One of the major differences between the two remote operational devices is that the KC remote 

can’t display the status of the control. This means that if the generator was started with the 

remote and is shut off manually, the control will still think that the generator is running. Of course 

while in this mode, the remote will not allow you to use either Cold or Warm start buttons. This 

is done so a start is not attempted while the generator is running if at all possible. Even if you 

turn power off to the remote, it will retain memory as to the last remote generator run status! 

In this event, press shutdown or stop on the KC Remote and wait 10 seconds before attemting to 

start the generator. 

If the status of the remote is changed while using the KC Remote, the Android device status 

screen will display the current status of the remote control. 

Of course the other difference between the RF Remote is that there are only 4 buttons and thus, 

4 functions that can be controlled on the generator remote. The RF Remote will not be able to 

use the timed shut down features that can be implemented with the Android Bluetooth device. 

You can however do an immediate shutdown of the control even if a timed shutdown was called 

for using Bluetooth. 

 

 

 

 


